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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion

Through this research, the writer came to several conclusions. After

examining the previous chapter, human needs are basic to the highest needs to

be achieved every human being. For the reason every human being has basic

needs that must be met. Needs must be fulfilled to achieve for humans to

survive, if not, it will lower the quality of life for the fact that it threatens

humans life. Without exception, the findings of 34 facts in Inventing Anna

drama movie concluded several points that showed fulfilling the human needs

of Anna Delvey’s character in her own way. In fact, it happened in Anna

Delvey’s real life and also happened in the daily lives of people. These points

were summarized as follows:

1. The writer concluded that there are 5 fulfillment of the hierarchy of human

needs shown in Anna Delvey's character. Human needs based on the theory

of Maslow (1970) include physiological needs, safety needs, love and

belongingness needs, esteem needs, and self actualization needs. In this
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research, the hierarchy of human needs was divided into 13. Anna Delvey was

described as having the most appearance of fulfilling psychological needs. Since her

case as a fraud to build the invisible Anna's business, Anna Delvey definitely still has

to meet the most basic needs. It is important for Anna Delvey that these needs are met

in order to survive. The percentage of psychological needs has 38% of the 5 data

found.

2. In this research, there are 12 characteristics of self-actualization in movie

drama into 21 data. The writer concluded that of the 12 characteristics that

appeared the most was a freshness of appreciation. Anna's description as a

characteristic of a freshness of appreciation, the researcher found that Anna's

actions and conversations in every scene always appreciate, observe and

even show admiration for the works of art of painting. This is because Anna

often meets and collaborates with business colleagues who like this work of

art. Because works of art are expensive and important for investment or as a

hobby. The percentage of psychological needs has 14 % of the 3 data found.

B. Suggestion

Through the analysis done in this research, the writer would like to
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contribute some suggestions as follows.

1. After implementing the research, the writer would like to give some

suggestions. Firstly, watching movies not only entertains us but is also the

best way to analyze the characters of the drama and these characters are

based on true stories. It can also be a reference for readers to analyze a

person's character in reality. In addition, this drama has many messages in

it, messages that are taken in fulfilling real-life needs in different ways.

2. It is expected that to the readers who read this thesis will be able in order to

improve knowledge of human needs, especially issues related to self-

realization or actualization. self. Until now the theory of needs is still

relevant by adjusting the needs of each human being himself.
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